The Modern Social Intranet:
Empower and Engage Your Employees
A digital workplace is about empowering your workforce to be more efficient, productive, and creative where
they are. With today’s workforce becoming increasingly more mobile and global, they are no longer confined
to a typical in-office workday. Employees want, and need the ability, to work from anywhere.
By enabling this type of agile work environment that cater to a variety of work styles, businesses are in turn
gaining a competitive advantage. Removing the barriers between people, workplaces and technologies allow
your employees to communicate and collaborate freely when and where they want, fostering creativity and
innovation while increasing overall employee engagement. Anytime, anywhere access across devices also
means improved productivity and faster response times for better customer service.
Leading enterprises share some common goals for their digital workplace, including development of
organizational intelligence, driving efficiency and cost savings. Implementing a successful digital workplace
requires strategy and planning, putting people first while properly integrating them with process and
technology. A modern social intranet solution is an integral part of this strategy, providing a means to
maximize the value of your employees. Businesses know they need a superior website to engage their
customers; now they also realize that same need to engage their employees through a virtual workspace.
By connecting the company through a single destination, a social intranet equips employees with all the tools
they need to perform their jobs, while providing a platform for communication, knowledge flow and
engagement.
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ABOUT RIVET LOGIC CORPORATION
Rivet Logic is an award-winning consulting, design and systems integration firm that helps leading
organizations build riveting digital experiences, and the solutions to manage and optimize them. Rivet Logic
enables organizations to fully leverage the power of industry-leading open source and cloud software such as
Alfresco, Liferay, Crafter CMS, MongoDB, Elastic Stack and more. Visit us at rivetlogic.com

